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100% British Sheepskins
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Luxury White Label Goods
Manufacturer



British Sheepskins Supplier

As a leader in the industry since 2001, Domestic Sheepskins
UK LTD has a wealth of knowledge and experience in
everything related to the selection and treatment of hides
and skins. We operate on a global scale, providing a variety of
companies across the world with the highest quality goods.
At Domestic Sheepskins we are constantly improving on our
craft and keep pushing forward to be the industry leaders.

Our state-of-the-art Tannery, located in Turkey, produces the
highest quality British skins. Our quality is controlled from
the raw materials to the finished goods ensuring that we
keep our industry leading standards with all our materials.
We specialise in Double Face and Nappa production with
100% British Sheepskins.



We take great pride in the fact that we specialise in 100%
British Sheepskin fashion goods ranging from Jackets,
Bags, Slippers, Shoes and Wallets to name but a few, as
well as soft furnishing items like cushions and rugs. We
can manufacture any of your sheepskin or leather goods
requirements – there are no limits.

We source the best quality UK Skins for our factory,
where we treat and finish them to the highest standards.
With over 40 years of manufacturing knowledge, we can
create luxurious pieces of clothing and accessories you
will be proud to put your name to!

Luxury White Label Manufacturer



Women’s Jackets



Women’s Jackets



Women’s Jackets



Women’s Bags



Women’s Bags



Women’s Bags



Women’s Backpacks



Footwear



Footwear



Men’s Jackets



Men’s Jackets



Men’s Jackets



Men’s Gilets



Men’s Wallets



Men’s Wallets



Soft Furnishings



Soft Furnishings



Get in Touch

Arin.Cubuk@domesticsheepskins.com

Whether you wish to purchase skins for your own 
manufacturing setup or would like us to also handle the 
manufacturing for you, we would love to hear from you. 

Just drop us a message to;


